This Hazardous Weather Outlook is for portions of south central Alabama...southwest Alabama...northwest Florida and southeast Mississippi.

.DAY ONE...Today and Tonight

No hazardous weather is expected at this time.

.DAYS TWO THROUGH SEVEN...Saturday through Friday

There is a moderate risk of rip currents along area beaches Sunday and Monday.

No local impacts are expected from Hurricane Dorian, which is forecast to continue northwest towards the northern Bahamas this weekend before turning north and tracking just offshore the Florida Atlantic coastline through early next week. Refer to the National Hurricane Center (www.hurricanes.gov) for the latest discussions and forecasts regarding Dorian.

.SPOTTER INFORMATION STATEMENT...

Activation of SkyWarn severe spotter networks is not expected through Friday.
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This Hazardous Weather Outlook is for portions of the coastal waters of Alabama and northwest Florida.

.DAY ONE...Today and Tonight

Easterly flow increases this weekend resulting in a slight build in seas. Thunderstorms return to the forecast, some of which could produce frequent lightning and gusty winds.

.DAYS TWO THROUGH SEVEN...Saturday through Friday

No local impacts are expected from Hurricane Dorian, which is forecast to continue northwest towards the northern Bahamas this weekend before turning north and tracking just offshore the Florida Atlantic coastline through early next week. Refer to the National Hurricane Center (www.hurricanes.gov) for the latest discussions and forecasts regarding Dorian.